Craddle Bassinet

ITEM NO.: #4466

IMPORTANT! KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
Read these instructions carefully before use and keep them for future reference. Your child may be hurt if you do not follow the instructions. Please dispose of all packaging material carefully.

PARTS LIST: Screws Nuts and Spanner

⚠️ WARNINGS

Avoid serious injury:
NEVER USE AS A CAR BED! SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH CAN OCCUR.
NEVER leave child unattended
ALWAYS keep child in view even while sleeping.

WEIGHT LIMIT 25 lbs
DISCARD all plastic coverings and faster tabs to prevent choking.
Bassinet must be fully assembled prior to use.
DO NOT remove or carry bassinet basket with infant in it.
DO NOT use near heat source or flame.
DO NOT use accessories other than those provided by the manufacturer.

To reduce the risk of SIDS, pediatricians recommend healthy infants be placed on their backs to sleep, unless otherwise advised by your physician.

DO NOT attach strings in or around bassinet, this can cause a strangulation or choking hazard.
DO NOT place bassinet near window where cords from blinds or drapes could strangle child.
Warning: Failure to follow these warnings and instructions could result in serious injury or death.
Fall hazard to help prevent falls, do not use this product when the infant begins to push up on hands and knees or has reached manufacturer’s recommended maximum weight (25 lbs), whichever comes first.

Suffocation hazard
Infants can suffocate:
- In gaps between an extra pad and side of the bassinet/cradle
- On soft bedding
Never add a mattress, pillow, comforter, or padding, use only the pad provided by manufacturer.

Use only the pad provided by the bassinet or cradle manufacturer or one specifically designed to fit the dimensions of the bassinet or cradle mattress.

WARNING Strings can cause strangulation!
Do not place items with a string around a child’s neck, such as hood strings or pacifier cords. Do not suspend strings over a bassinet or cradle or attach strings to toys.

Prevent tipping:
DO NOT allow older children to play or hang on bassinet.
DO NOT hang parcels on bassinet canopy.

Important Information:
From time to time, check your bassinet for worn parts, torn material or stitching.

Cleaning:
For cleaning frame, use a mild soap and warm water.
Machine wash cold, delicate cycle, use a mild detergent. Tumble dry, cool air. Do not use bleach.
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1. ALL CHASSIS PARTS
4 tubes, 2 rockers, 1 storage basket,
Small parts parcel (including of nuts, bolts and Spanner.), See Fig. A

2. FOUR TUBES ASSEMBLY
Insert the four tubes into ONE ROCKER base using nuts and bolts to fix the tubes on the base. (Spanner and Philips screwdriver requested. The spanner included in small parts parcel), See Fig. B and Fig. C

3. STORAGE BASKET ASSEMBLY
Slid the 2 long loops and 4 short loops in the 4 tubes. See Fig. D and Fig. E

4. ROCKER ASSEMBLY
Fasten 4 tubes into THE OTHER ROCKER BASE using nuts and bolts provided. See Fig. F

1 BASSINET BASKET ASSEMBLY
Set floor board into fabric cover with retaining clips face up.

2 BASSINET BASKET ASSEMBLY
Unfold basket frame support legs and attach securely under wire retaining clips on floor board. Snap fabric cover to floor board making sure that canopy mounts line up with cover slots.

1 BASKET INSTALLATION
Angle basket down and then push basket forward so that the two horizontal retaining clips located on the bottom of the basket floorboard fit securely to either end of the stand; then with a downward motion secure the vertical retaining clips. Complete installation by fastening both right and left straps to the stand. Check to make sure basket is securely fastened by lifting unit upward.

2 BASKET INSTALLATION
Place mattress pad in basket before use.

1 WHEEL OPERATION
To lock wheels, press wheel locking tab to down position. To unlock, lift tab up.

2 WHEEL OPERATION
To extend wheels, depress wheel lock button. Wheels automatically extend out. Release button to lock wheels in place. To retract wheels, lock wheels and turn inboard. Depress wheel lock button while rotating wheels upward. Release button to lock wheels in place.